In Klein geometric model of space the mass is manifestation of the quantized charges oscillations in additional compactified dimension. We analyze model in which common in four-dimensional space-time for mass and electric charge of the particle trajectory is disintegrated in five dimensions on movement of the mass along null geodesic line and trajectory of the charge corresponding to the time-like interval in 5D volume. We find relation between five-velocity vector of electric charge and mass. This scheme is regarded to have concern with many worlds theory.
Several theories, being studied five-dimensional space-time, are founded on different on physical principles. Generalization of the special theory of relativity for 5D extended space G(T ; X; S) with the metric (+; -, -, -, -) has been proposed and developed in works [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Built model of extended space (ESM) allows integration of the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions.
The peculiarity of ESM is its studying of the particle trajectory in 5D basing on analogy between the light movement in curved space in general relativity and its movement in medium with refraction coefficient being more than unity [2, 3, 6] . In ESM mass of the particle is component of the five-vector energy-impulse-mass in space G(T ; X; S). With changes of coordinate frames in this space the electric, gravity and scalar fields are transformed in each other.
As the 5-th additional coordinate in ESM is used quantity, which already exists in the (1+3)-dimensional Minkowski space M(T ; X), with time coordinate x 0 = ct, where c is light velocity, t is time, and space coordinates x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 3 , namely, interval S:
This quantity is conserved at common Lorentz transformations in the Minkowski space M(T ; X) but varies at turns in the extended space G(T ; X; S). Thus, Minkowski space M(T ; X) is a cone in extended space G(T ; X; S). In 5D gravity theory, begun by Nordström [9] and Kaluza [10] , proposed by Klein [11] approach to the particle movement analysis examined, for example, in [12] - [15] requires its trajectory to be null geodesic line in 5D space. One ensures a particle having non-zero rest mass in the 4-D Minkowski space to have it in 5D. The other approach to the kinematics in 5D space is description of the movement of particle, which can be stationary in this space and has non-zero rest mass. At that his trajectory is determined by time-like interval [16] - [20] .
In considered model integrated electromagnetism and gravity we will turn to account following from Klein compactification formalism founded on assumption that electric charge and mass of observed in 4D particle have different world lines in 5D space. At that we suppose any particle having a rest mass in 4D to contain combination of electric charges. The mass movement conforms to null interval, i. e.,
where x i m are mass coordinates andG ij (x m ) is metric tensor of 5D space, which is function of these coordinates. On the contrary, electric charge has trajectory with line element
where x i are electric charge coordinates. Thus, world line of the particle mass in 5D intersects corresponding world lines of electric charges and, conversely, trajectory of the electric charge is a set of the points appertained to trajectories of corresponding masses. This approach leads us to proposed by Everett [21] [22] [23] conception of many worlds founded on quantum theory.
Let us touch relation of present scheme to anthropic principle. Our perception of environment arises by means of electro-magnetism and we can not feel gravity direct. This may be considered as account for assumption that to be exact mass, not electric charge moves along null pass in 5D. In this case we can hold that 5D space model with non-zero rest mass of the particle and appropriate time-like interval describes electro-magnetic "trace" of the masses, which appertain consecutively the world line of corresponding electric charges combination. Light velocity in extra dimension in coordinate frame of charge or system of charges being its source is assumed to be null.
Components of mass velocity denoted as u 
At this point the mass velocity along fifth coordinate will be
where ǫ = ±1. The opposite values of ǫ conform to matter and anti-matter. For extended Minkowski space we have
Let us apply considered conception to analysis of metric example of 5D space with such basis vectors that the fifth of them is not orthogonal to others, which are basis of included 4D space. The cosmological model with movement of the matter along fifth coordinate based oneself on metric conforming to this property has been studied in [20] . We analyze space-time, including four-dimensional spherical space, with coordinates x i = (ct, a, θ, ϕ, χ) to be rendered to orthogonal frame by transformation
This space is assumed to be rotating and the metric is taken in form
where B(a) is dependent on a coefficient. In accordance with considered approach with ds > 0 conforms to the movement of particle's electro-magnetic trace.
In [24] the geodesic line equations was written in form
For metric (8) zeroth, first and fourth components of these equations with comoving coordinates of convenional type (
Solution of this system must be compatible with set by metric (8) condition
Such solution will be
where ξ takes values 1 and −1. Corresponding fifth component of mass five-velocity (5) is following:
We notice that this equation with other four components of u i m does not put null geodesics of particle mass but it is only velocity of mass in every point of charge geodesics.
Considered coordinate frame is transformed to coordinates x i = (ct, r, θ, ϕ, y) having only 3D symmetry by expressions r = a · cos χ, y = a · sin χ.
We find acceleration d 2 r/ds 2 with condition of particle geodesic movement set by Eqs. (14) when the fifth coordinate is χ = 0. In this case we obtain y = 0 and dr/ds = 0. The fifth component of the five-velocity is written as
This equation yields
Equation of the system (9) with i = 1 is rewritten as
After some transformations we obtain
Thus, rotation in 5D gives additional force in included 4D space. This force is invariable with
where K is constant. One may be considered as explanation of additional acceleration of the Pioneer 10 a p = 8.5 · 10 −8 cm/s 2 towards to the receiving antenna on the Earth [25] - [27] . Assumed interval to be ds = cdt we obtain value of the constant which is K = 0.97 · 10 −13 cm −1/2 . This additional acceleration satisfies to the constraint a p R v 2 sw , where R is Galaxy radius and v sw is velocity of the solar wind [28] . It follows from this that if Pioneer-effect spreads on whole Galaxy area, it is conducive to conservation of the matter within the bounds of Galaxy belt.
